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Q.1 Do as directed. (08) 

A. Match the expressions given in Column A with its relevant term or explanation given in 
Column B 

 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

1. William James of Harvard University a. Never leave till tomorrow which you can 
do today 

2. TQC b. Ability to see things as they are and do 
them as they ought to be done 

3. Our behavior changes  c. Into wisdom, ensuring success 

4. Knowledge strategically applied 
translates 

d. The change is for the positive, we don’t 
want to accept it 

5. Sometimes we get so comfortable 
with our negativity that even when  

e. The greatest discovery of my generation 
is that human beings can alter their lives 
by altering their attitudes of mind 

6. Benjamin Franklin f. Pettiness, fear, dogmatism, egotism and 
prejudice 

7. Character is a combination of  g. Only of momentary pleasures 

8. Education is essential as it builds 
fundamental traits of character… 

h. Means character, integrity, good values 
and a positive attitude in people 

9. Common sense i. A sign of lack of confidence and of low 
self-esteem 

10. Acceptance without evaluation 
amounts to conforming behavior 

j. Integrity, unselfishness, understanding, 
conviction, courage, loyalty and respect 

11. If a little knowledge is dangerous, so 
is a lot of ignorance which leads to 

k. According to our experiences with 
people and events in our life 

12. Remember that instant gratification 
never thinks of consequences 

l.  Such as honesty, compassion, courage, 
persistence and responsibility 

13. Blueprint for success m. Is the sum total of our habits 

14. character n. story of a man and starfish 

15. Little things that make a big 
difference 

o. Is based on a philosophy winners don’t 
do different things they do things 
differently 

16. Credibility p. Story of a shepherd boy who cried 
‘wolf’ 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

B. 

 

 

 

Explain the Terms and statements given below (Each of 01 mark) 

 

 

 

(07) 

 1. It is not the color of the balloon; it is what is inside that makes it go up.  

 2. Procrastination  

 3. Environment is a factor that determines our attitude.   

 4. four benefits of positive attitude  

 5. Incentive motivation   

  6. Story of a farmer who planted pumpkins  

 7. Conditioned elephant   

Q.2 Answer the following in brief.  

A. Discuss the steps to build and maintain positive attitude (04) 

B. “When you want success as badly as you wanted the air, then you will get it”. Explain the given 
statement by narrating the story and moral. 

(04) 

C. How does a story of son and blind father emphasize on internal motivation? (04) 

 OR  

C.  Describe the advantages of strong self esteem (04) 

Q.3 Answer the following.  

A. Explain the concept of Broad-Based-Education with the help of the story wherein some animals in 
a forest start a school. 

(05) 

B. Every Success story is also a story of great failure. Share five examples with brief description (05) 

C. Which are the qualities that make a person successful? Give brief explanation of any two. (05) 

 OR  

C. Write a short note on ‘The Midas touch’. (05) 

Q.4  Answer the following in detail.  

A. Which are different negative influences that we should stay away from? Write in brief about each 
of them. 

(06) 

B. Justify “luck shines on the deserving’ by taking help of a story from Shiv Khera’s YOU CAN WIN. (06) 

C. List out the reasons for failure. Explain any three in detail. (06) 

 OR  

C. Taking help of the story of a bamboo tree from Shiv Khera’s YOU CAN WIN,  discuss the moral it 
teaches and how can you relate to it? Have patience and faith and keep doing the right thing. 

(06) 

 

 

 

 


